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Brice Banner, a cog in the machine, lived happily in his mundane 9-5 lifestyle.

His toxic career was tolerable as long as Betty Rose was by his side. Intrusive

thoughts of grandeur were silenced by the beat of a loving heart. But, when a

toxic workplace turns literal, that silence turned into screams. 

Gamma radiation alters Brice’s genetic code. He is no longer satisfied with

mediocrity. The above average scientist in a below-average life, is no more.

The ferocious HULK INU is born, a monsterous investor, smashing through the

blockchain to overpower his nemesis; THE BEAR.  

The HULK INU energy is overwhelming. Torn from the dysfunctions of society,

$HULK has found solitude from the chaos of civilization. He trains for gains

with an unquenchable hunger, and it’s bulking season.

$HULK is blinded by anger and fueled by rage. Corporate isolation has

unleashed the beast from within. Equipped with the strength of 10 bulls, no

bear will stop him. Daily eating dips under a green candle lit dinner, our hero

hates red and loves green
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Crowned the strongest of the INUS. Where there is weakness, $HULK brings

strength. His mission is to restore balance to the universe. Destroying sniper

enemies with ease.

While the spoils of war take place on the battlefield, we find our hero on the

forefront. The burning desire to win solidifies the $HULK army for victory.

With a militia on his back, he leads the fight to reign supreme over all who

stand in his way. 

$HULK SMASHES rivals by redistributing the energy of attacks. This green

towering giant takes no prisoners, leaving behind a trail of blood under the

moonlit sky. 

Only the dead see the end of war, but due to his enhanced cells, $HULK never

dies. Home to havoc, our hero is locked in and pushing forward in full force.

After all, in the midst of chaos there is also opportunity.

A thousand battles lead to a thousand victories. Each triumph and each

milestone marks one step closer to the top of the world. Built for battle and

equipped with an arsenal, $HULK will destroy 

THE BEAR
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A hero is defined as a person who is admired for their courage, achievements

and noble qualities.

The HULK INU team has achieved glorified standards before and history will

repeat itself. We will surpass any previously conceived notions of what is

possible. No excuses. Incremental growth requires consistent delivery. We will

continue to serve the community to grow into an undeniable superpower

across the blockchain.  As the days go by, our community grows larger. A new

leaf is added to the family tree. As we branch out in all directions, we find

ourselves closer to the centre of the spotlight. All viable resources will be

exhausted and when that happens then we will find new ones.

HULK INU was blessed with super strength and with great power comes great

responsibility. We are responsible for our actions, and our actions will define

who we become; the strongest INU of Ethereum. 

A clear line of communication is the key to operating as a unit. The Hulk has

the Avengers, We have the community. Work together, grow together, get

rich together.  
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Total Supply: 10,000,000,000,000 HULK

Max Wallet: 3% of Total Supply

Contract: 0x91a5de30e57831529a3c1af636a78a7e4e83f3aa 

7% Buy/Sell Tax

1% Buybacks
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Fill in a valid $HULK amount and press the DEPOSIT button. You will be

prompted with 2 messages. The first is an approval of the spending. Click

approve. The second is a transaction pop up. Confirm and wait for your

transaction to complete. Once you get the notification on your wallet, you have

successfully staked and the UI will be updated!

Pool weight means the % you own of the pool reward compared to other

people. The more you stake, the higher your pool weight will become.

There will be daily ETH rewards released and the amount is dependent on

trading volume. You will get a share of the rewards based on your % of total

staked tokens.

Under pool weight there is your DAILY GAIN. This is an approximation of what

you will earn every 24H while staked.

Press the claim button and all your unclaimed rewards will be moved towards

your wallet. 
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Input a valid amount, press the WITHDRAW button and this will prompt a

transaction. After accepting this, your staked tokens will be unstaked and

moved to your wallet.

This is where you can see some important information related to the pool.

The staking pool offers rewards in ETH. This reserve gets generated from the

trading volume on $HULK. With that in mind, there is a possibility that the pool

reserve can become depleted for a period of time if token volume is low.

However, the team can manually add more onto the reserve if this is the case.

There is a performance fee in place that deducts 3% from withdraws/deposits,

If you decide to withdraw within 72 hours this fee will be 10%.
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A preview of the $HULK NFT collection is on the way.
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BUILD SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

ADVANCED CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT

CREATE WEBSITE

STEALTH LAUNCH

TOP TIER MARKETING CAMPAIGN WITH LEADING

CRYPTO CALL CHANNELS AND INFLUENCERS

NFT SERIES PREVIEW

COMMUNITY CONTESTS AND GIVEAWAYS

HULK INU COMIC SERIES 1 DROP

HIGH YIELD TOKEN & NFT STAKING

PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT

HULK INU MERCHANDISE LINE

LAUNCH NFT MARKETPLACE

HULK INU PLAY-TO-EARN GAME TRAILER RELEASE

MARVEL IP RIGHTS COLLABORATION
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Please follow our step-by-step instructions below to purchase $HULK safely.

Add the Uniswap tool

Create a MetaMask Wallet

Fund your Wallet with ETH.

(You can buy via Metamask - or

transfer ETH from your chosen

wallet/exchange)
Connect your Wallet to Uniswap.

Copy and Paste $HULK Contract

Paste Contract Address:

0x91a5de30e57831529a3c1af63

6a78a7e4e83f3aa
Click Swap for a successful
transaction!
Set slippage to 8%


